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Abstract 
 
Local therapy with radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is an important method for treating liver 

tumors mostly in early stage, which has been increasingly used in recent years. 

RFA utilizes an RF current that is applied to the target tissue through an electrode connected 

with a power generator and percutaneously inserted into the tumor; the electrode power 

causes the tissue temperature rise required for destroying cancer cells. 

If RF thermal ablation entails numerous advantages - such as high repeatability of treatments, 

suitability for patients who can‟t undergo surgery, quick procedure and fast recovery -, there 

are still some inconveniences and difficulties coupled with this technique. One of these 

problems is the so called heat sink effects, resulting from the presence of large blood vessels 

close to the electrode tip. 

First, an overview is given of RFA physical background and heat transfer models followed by 

the improvement of a model of RF ablation in the liver. Second, special attention has been 

given to the mesh settings so that the simulation model could benefit from an appropriate 

mesh in terms of resolution and accuracy of the results obtained and in terms of reduced 

computational time. Then, a large part of the work has been dedicated to the development of a 

power regulation (PR) aiming at an optimization of the thermal treatment although the 

presence of large blood vessels in the ablation area and at an abatement of the number of 

residual tumors. Finally, a comparison work has been conducted between two different 

ablation modalities (RF versus MW) showing similarities and differences until the conclusion 

that currently the RFA treatment is the most suitable treatment for tumors in early stage, small 

and localized. 
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1 Introduction 

 

This thesis belongs to a larger project supported by the Swedish Research Council entitled 

“Patient-specific simulator of RF ablation of liver tumours”. The notorious relevance and 

spread of this disease, make the hepatocelular carcinoma the sixth most common cancer 

worldwide and the third in cause of death worldwide [1] . 

 The main project involves improved segmentation methods of liver tumour tissue including 

blood vessels. The anatomical information should be used to set up models that can be used to 

analyze the treatment. 

The general aim of the thesis is to increase knowledge about how blood flow in patient 

specific vessel influences the heat resulting from RF ablation in the treated area, and try to 

quantify these effects. By including some of the main parameters such as blood velocity, 

vessel diameter and distance from the electrode, the heat-effect quantification is easily 

achievable.  

The central method of the project is to model and computer simulate a radiofrequency 

ablation of liver tumour (RFA) which consists of several parts: including geometry, RF 

current with the associated heating,  blood flow in different size vessels and then solvers for 

solid and fluid mechanics used to set up the models and perform the simulations.  
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The current work will improve a previous modelling by specific aims that can be summarized 

as follows: 

 Validate the model and perform CFD simulations through the definition of correct 

computational domains and boundary conditions in order to achieve numerical 

stability and reliable results. This has been possible thanks to a mesh independence 

study. 

 Create a Power Regulation function for maximizing the ablation scope, reducing the 

probability to have residual tumors and mostly getting comparable simulation results.  

 Investigate the effectiveness of RFA in ablating tumors when applying a fixed power 

and changing the electrode position. The results here collected have been compared 

with the results obtained in a parallel work which simulated MW thermal treatment.   

 Investigate with which of the two thermal models (Pennes and keff) implemented in 

our project it is possible to reach a minimum ablative temperature near the blood 

vessel walls.  

These steps are significantly important for building, perhaps in further studies, a simulation 

model able to represent as close as possible to a real case (patient - specific) , compatibly with 

the available computational techniques. 

The project has been supported by Ansys Workbench software and literature studies have 

been carried out during this research work. 
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2 Radiofrequency ablation of liver tumors (RFA) 

 

2.1 History RFA 

Radiofrequency ablation is a recent non-surgical method used to treat benign and malignant 

liver tumours, often without the long incisions used in the traditional liver tumour ablation. 

The first discoveries about the effects of RF current date back 1891 when D´Arsonval 

discovered that RF current, passing through tissue, generate a temperature rise on it, till the 

late 1980´s when some researchers introduced a new RF equipment able to generate focal 

thermal injuries deep in the liver parenchyma [2]. 

In the United States, the current technology for RF ablation was approved for generic tissue 

ablation by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1997 [9]. 

 

2.2 Thermal effects and histopathological considerations 

The thermal injure caused by RF heating increases when both the tissue temperature achieved 

and the duration of heating increases. Cells are able to preserve stability functions up to about  

40° C and above 43° C whatever temperature can be dangerous, according to the previous 

sentence [3]. Temperatures higher than 50° - 55° C for around 5 minutes causes irreversible 

cellular damage in few seconds and between 60° C and 100° C instantaneous cell death 

occurs. If the temperature goes beyond 100° C tissues vaporizes and carbonizes [5]. 
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2.3 Technical principles of RF heating 

This minimally invasive technique supplies a power output in the order of 50 W and an 

alternating current generally at 480 kHz delivered by an electrode that is directed into the 

cancer thanks to ultrasound or CT scan guidance.  

In RF ablation, the patient is part of a closed-loop circuit that includes a radiofrequency 

generator connected by insulated wires to the needle electrode and a large grounding pad that 

is placed on the patient's back or thigh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Radio-frequency ablation [34].                       Fig. 1.2 Ablation volume around the electrode 

                                                                               tip caused by the Joule heating [35]. 

 

 

The RF current is applied through the needle electrode into the patient´s target tissue so that 

an alternating electric field is created; the ions belonging to this area attempt to follow the 

changes in direction of alternating electric current and by their marked agitation a Joule 

heating effect is obtained around the active electrode. 

RF current can be delivered using the monopolar or bipolar mode. 

The monopolar mode use a single electrode for applying the current at the tumor site and a 

ground pad completes the electrical circuit through the body, whereas the bipolar mode 

creates high current densities that are limited between multiple interstitial electrodes [32]. 
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Fig.1.3 Monopolar ablation (left) and bipolar ablation (right). Contour maps indicates electric field and 

arrows show current density within each inset. Monopolar mode tends to spread current more freely, 

whereas bipolar mode generates high current densities that are confined between electrodes [32]. 

 

 

Depending on the power setting of the RF generator – whose maximum value can reach 250 

W - and the tissue impedance, it is possible to reach temperatures around 100° C. The thermal 

cell death occurs promptly by coagulative necrosis when temperatures higher than 60° C are 

achieved [4]. 

In that way it is possible to fight the tumour cells without affecting the surrounding healthy 

tissues (skin, muscle and blood vessels). 

After the tumour cells are destroyed, the tumour will eventually be replaced by scar tissue. 

 

Different alternatives to RFA have been proposed in time: the treatment of neoplastic lesions 

with alcohol and chemoembolization - a variant of the previous technique in which anticancer 

drugs are used on site -, laser ablation, cryoablation and microwave ablation; in recent years, 

radiofrequency ablation has been increasing indications and consensus [6]. 
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2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of RFA 

Like any existing technical, also the RF ablation entails some positive sides and some 

disadvantages. The most relevant are synthetically described below.  

Advantages 

 effective treatment for primary liver cancer and for cancers that have spread to the 

liver in selected patients whose disease is unsuitable for surgical resection.  

 more than half of the liver tumours treated by radiofrequency ablation have not 

recurred.  

 serious complications are infrequent and discomfort is minimal.  

 used repeatedly 

 quick procedure and rapid recovery  

 less expensive than other treatments 

 no surgical incision is needed 

 

Disadvantages 

 organs and tissues near the liver risk to be injured 

 limit to the volume of tumour tissue that can be eliminated  

 bleeding, the development of  infections, and a small chance of disease worsening 

following the thermal treatment 

 tumor  may spread outside the liver during the operation 

 

 

2.5 Cool tip  

If the tissue‟s temperature close to the electrode exceeds 100° C, the tissue carbonises and 

spreads on the electrode surface so that an electrically insulated layer is generated and the 

volume of the tissue which can be treated is largely compromised [7]. 

RF thermal ablation processes are optimized by using cooled-tip ablation probe where cooled 

water internally circulates cooling adjacent tissue and reducing its impedance: this maximizes 

the amount of energy that can be delivered and creates the largest ablation possible in a 
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minimal amount of time. The internal electrode cooling mechanism keeps low the temperature 

of the tissue around the electrode (around 10° C), allowing the electrode to drive more energy 

into the tissue without the need to increase power.  

                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 1.4 This figure and the following quotation can be found at the homepage of the manufacturer of 

the Cool tip RF system [8]. 

The Cool-tip™ RF ablation system effectively delivers pulsed energy to ablate tissue with different 

impedances. The internal electrode cooling mechanism keeps the temperature of the tissue around the 

electrode low. During the ablation cycle, the generator‟s impedance feedback system senses maximum 

energy deposition into the lesion and keep the energy output at its optimal level. The generator 

automatically shuts off at the end of the 12-minute ablation cycle [8]. 

 

During the ablation cycle, the generator‟s impedance feedback system senses maximum 

energy deposition into the lesion and uses pulsing to keep the energy output at its optimal 

level. The generator automatically shuts off at the end of the 12-minute ablation cycle. 

Because ablation with the Cool-tip™ ablation system is minimally-invasive, the procedure 

can be repeated until the entire liver tumor is ablated [8]. 
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3 Physical and mathematical background 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the general project´s goal is to carry out as realistic as 

possible models and simulations of a radio frequency treatment of cancer. 

For the simulations, mathematical model are needed [11]. 

A panoramic review of the electro-physiological can be helpful for a better understanding of 

the radiofrequency thermal ablation and this wants to be the focus of this chapter, by 

describing e.g. the laws involved in Joule heating phenomenon, modeling the electric field, 

and the heat transfer in perfused tissue. 

 

 

3.1 Joule heating 

The result of the ion agitation, consequential to the alternating current application on the 

target tissue, is the Joule heating (also known as ohmic heating and resistive heating). 

It is defined by the following formulation (Joule's First Law): 

 

                                                                                                                                  eq.1 

 

Where:    - I  (A) is the alternating current; 

               - R (Ω) is the resistor (we consider the tissue involved by the current); 
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In addition, when the current is spreading spherically, the current I depend on the radius as 

shown:                       

                                                            
 

  
                                                                       eq.2 

The current is inversely proportional to r
2
 and decreases moving away from the electrode. 

Hence, according to the eq.2, the heating is strongly dependent on the radius (proportional to 

r
4
). The higher current density value is reached in the vicinity of the electrode; by varying its 

dimension, it is possible to change the resulting heating [12].  

 

3.2 Principles of RF tissue heating 

RF tissue heating is based on the induction of an ion current into tissue by the enforcement of 

a RF field between an electrode and a grounding pad. 

For tumour ablation purposes a frequency in the 375–500 kHz range is usually utilized in 

order to not induce impulses to muscles and nervous tissue [10,12]. 

The electro-magnetic field (EM) – modelled by Maxwell´s equations - associated to these 

relatively low frequencies (< 1 MHz) can be consider quasi-static or approximately equivalent 

to a static field and the wavelength is normally longer compared with the dimensions of 

objects included in the field: it means that the EM field given by Maxwell equation can be 

reduced to a simpler form, that is the well-know La Place´s equation often encountered in e.g. 

heat and mass transfer theory and electrostatics [11, 12]. 

The two relevant Maxwell's equations are: 

     

-    Gauss´s law                                
 

  
                                                                eq.3 

 

-     Faraday‟s law of induction            
  

  
                                                                         eq.4 

 

Where   is the divergence operator, E the electric field (V/m), ρ is the total charge density 

(C/m
3
), ε0 is the electric constant (F/m), B is the magnetic field (T).  

http://www.physicsforums.com/library.php?do=view_item&itemid=91
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Because there are no B field changes in an electrostatic system, we can consider: 

 

                                                                                                                          eq.5 

 

Combining this fact with the first equation and assuming the case where ρ is zero, 

we can finally obtain Laplace's equation : 

                                                                                                   eq.6 

 

where σ (S/m) is the electrical conductivity, V (V) is the potential and the gradient 

operator. 

 

The electrical conductivity σ is the ability of a material to carry the flow of an electric current 

and depends on concentration of the ions, temperature of the solution, specific nature of the 

ions. Conductivity value also depends on time and temperature. 

Although the exact behaviour of σ dependency of temperature in tissues in unknown, for 

temperature ranges around body temperature the electrical conductivity increases linearly; 

when 100º C are achieved in the tissue, boiling and vaporization will occur, and thus raise of 

tissue impedance and insulating effects of gas bubbles, leading to an electrical conductivity 

decrease [39]. 

Moreover, the determination of the electrical conductivity is a rapid and convenient means of 

estimating the concentration of ions in solution [13]. 

 

The Ohm´s law demonstrates the relation between current flux J, the intensity of the electric 

field E and the electrical conductivity: 

 

                                                                                                           eq.7 

where J is the current density (A/m
2
) and E is the electric field intensity (V/m). 

The product of current density J and electric field intensity E generates the power density. 
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3.3 Heat flow mechanisms: conduction and convection 

The transfer of heat occurs between two objects, normally from the higher temperature body 

to the colder body, and it changes the internal energy of both systems. 

Conduction, convection and radiation are three different heat transfer mechanisms acting to 

equalize the temperature differences. The radiation will be ignored in this work. 

Heat conduction in biological tissues is very complex due to the highly anisotropic structure. 

Conduction is the transfer of thermal energy between neighbouring molecules in a substance 

due to a temperature gradient. Heat is conducted through a solid material and it is described 

by Fourier´s law (eq.8) which couples the local heat flux, q [W m
-2

], within a medium, to the 

local temperature gradient. 

                                                                                                                                    eq.8 

Where    [Km
-1

] is the temperature gradient and   [Wm
-1

K
-1

] is the thermal conductivity. 

The combination of Fourier´s law (eq.8) and the First Law of Thermodynamics gives the 

General Heat Conduction equation (eq.9) which describes the distribution of heat (or variation 

in temperature) in a given region over time. 

                                                      
  

  
                                                              eq.9 

Where   [kg m
-3

] is the medium´s density, C [J kg
-1

 K
-1

] is the medium´s heat capacity and Q 

[W m
-3

] is either a heat source or sink [41]. 

Convection is the heat transfer by the physical movement of a surrounding fluid that transfers 

the internal energy along with its mass. Although the heat is initially transferred between the 

object and the fluid by conduction, the bulk transfer of energy comes from the motion of the 

fluid. 

The equation (eq.10) for convection is known as the Newton´s law of cooling and can be 

expressed as 

                                                                                                                              eq.10 

where h [Wm
-2

K
-1

] is the convective heat transfer coefficient that is a material property, 

depends on geometry and motion of the fluid flow and relates the convective heat flux to a 

surface and the temperature difference between the surface and the bulk fluid temperature 

(     ). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature_gradient
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat
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3.4 Fluid flow and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

The heat convection can be affected depending on the nature of the fluid considered. 

When the flow presents random property changes is called turbulent flow whereas if these 

fluctuations in velocity don´t occur, the fluid flow is defined as laminar. 

The Reynolds number Re, eq.11, is a dimensionless number used to characterize different 

flow regimes: laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds numbers (Re < 2300), where viscous 

forces are dominant, and is characterized by smooth, constant fluid motion, while turbulent 

flow occurs at high Reynolds numbers (Re > 4000) and is dominated by inertial forces, which 

tend to produce chaotic eddies, vortices and other flow instabilities. 

The following equation is valid for flow in pipes: 

                                                                     
   

 
                                                            eq.11 

where D is the pipe diameter,     the mean velocity and   the kinematic viscosity. 

Laminar flow is the dominant condition for blood flow in human body. 

When the flow profile is developed it has a parabolic profile, with velocity lowest (v = 0 m/s) at 

the vessel wall and highest (v = vmax) in the center of the stream. The orderly movement of 

adjacent layers of blood flow through a vessel leads to the reduction of energy losses in the 

flowing blood by minimizing viscous interactions between the adjacent layers of blood and 

the wall of the blood vessel [40]. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

     Fig.3.1 Parabolic flow profile [40]. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionless_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddy_(fluid_dynamics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vortex
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3.4.1 Governing equations 

The mathematical model for flow motion utilizes three-dimensional, time dependent Navier -

Stokes equations (NSE) for compressible and Newtonian fluid, which include conservation of 

mass, momentum and energy. The mentioned equations in dimensionless form [42] can be 

written as follows:  

Continuity           
   

 

   
    

 

Momentum        
   

 

   
   

    
 

   
  

 

  
 

  

   
  

 

  

    
 

   
    

  

 

Energy               
   

   
   

    

   
  

 

    

   

   
    

  

 

Where   
  and    respectively indicate the non-dimensional resolved velocity and pressure, Re 

is the Reynolds number,    
   

 
 is the Prandtl number which relates the dynamic viscosity μ 

[Pa·s], the specific heat cp [J kg
-1

 K
-1

] and the thermal conductivity k [W m
-1

 K
-1

],    
  

 
 is 

the Strouhal number which describes the oscillating flow mechanisms including the frequency 

of vortex shedding  f, the characteristic length L and the velocity of the fluid  . 

The turbulences are  not present in this work. 

A discussion of boundary conditions and mesh can be found in chapter 4. 

 

 

3.5 Modeling of heat transfer in perfused tissue 

Blood perfusion has a great impact on the convective heat transfer occurring between flowing 

blood and solid tissue for blood vessels of all sizes, all flow velocities and number of vessels 

in the volume of interest. These factors together and their variable behaviour entail big 

difficulties in describing and modelling thermal behaviour of blood perfused tissue [41]. 

http://www.answers.com/topic/vortex-4502
http://www.answers.com/topic/vortex-shedding
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This remark has to be taken into account, since the liver is one the most perfused organ in our 

body and RF ablation efficiency can be damaged because of the blood flow cooling effect: it 

means that in vicinity of a large vessel or a complex vessel network, the tumor might not 

reach the sufficient temperature to be removed.  

Many studies of thermal treatment have shown that blood flow has a relevant role in heat 

treatment because it interferes with the temperature distribution [14]. 

Goldberg et al. [21] proved in a porcine model that an increase in lesion size is due to a 

decrease in liver perfusion. 

In other words, the RF performance is limited nearby to large blood vessel (diameter > 3 mm) 

that takes thermal energy away from the treated tissue. This “process” is called heat sink 

effect and it can influence both the shape and volume of the ablation. 

 

Numerous mathematical models have been suggested to describe the convective heat transfer 

occurring between flowing blood and tissue but most of them are not enough accurate for the 

liver tissue. 

The two simplest and most used models for hyperthermia treatment are the Pennes bioheat 

transfer equation (BHTE) and the keff - effective thermal conductivity- equation (ETCE) 

which are introduced in sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 respectively. 

Both models are based on the heat conduction equation, e.g Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) [17], 

and they are easily implementable in specific thermal simulation computer software. This is 

perhaps one of the reasons why these formulations have become so largely used. 

 

 

3.5.1 Pennes bio heat equation 

The Pennes bio-heat equation (1948) is a trustworthy description of the temperature 

distribution for thermal therapy and describes the effect of blood perfusion with acceptable 

accuracy in presence of microvascular perfusion as it is based on the assumption that all heat 

transfer between the tissue and the blood occurs in the capillaries [16].  

In the capillary bed, the blood´s temperature is instantaneously varied according to the 

temperature of the surrounding tissues. Therefore, we can regard the sink heat effect, due to 

the blood flow, as proportional to the difference between the arterial supply temperature and 

the local tissue temperature [18]. 
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Pennes bio-heat equation (eq.12) is a variation of the general heat conduction equation (eq.9) 

since two additional terms are involved: one represents the effect of blood perfusion and the 

second describes the effect of generated metabolic heat. 

 

                              
  

  
                                                eq.12 

 

 where ρ is the density (kg/m
3
), c is the specific heat (J/(kg K)), k is the thermal conductivity 

[W/(m K)], ωb is the blood perfusion rate (1/s), cb is the specific heat of the blood [J/(kg K)], 

Tb is the temperature of the blood (K) and Qm is the metabolic heat production per volume 

(W/m
3
) that is negligible compared to the others term. 

 

The formulation considers all the factors we mentioned until now: effect of thermal 

conduction, Joule heating caused by RF energy deposition and heat sink effect [7,15]. 

  

 

3.5.2 The increased thermal conductivity model (keff) 

The keff formulation (eq.13) shows obvious similarities with the first thermodynamic law but 

with the addition of the effective thermal conductivity and differ from Pennes bio-heat 

equation (eq.12) by the heat source term                 that describes the impact and 

the thermal effects of blood perfusion and it is proportional to the volumetric blood perfusion 

and the temperature increase of the local tissue. 

 

                                             
  

  
                                            eq.13 

Where keff includes both the solid tissue conductivity and an increased conductivity due to the 

blood perfusion, T is the temperature field, c is the specific heat capacity and Q  is a heat 

source term. 

In the ETCE model it is assumed that blood thermally equilibrates before reaching the 

capillary level. The mean tissue temperature is determined by countercurrent pairs of closely 

spaced and nearly equilibrated vessel (Weinbaum et al. 1987). 
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4 Modeling of RF thermal ablation 

 

ANSYS is a finite element analysis (FEA) code widely used in the computer - aided 

engineering (CAE) field. It allows the construction of computer models of structures, machine 

components or systems, the application of operating loads and other design criteria and the 

study of physical responses, such as stress levels, temperature distributions, pressure, etc. 

Moreover, computational simulation provides very useful information that hardly can be 

obtained permitting thus an evaluation of a design without having to build and destroy 

multiple prototypes in testing and it can be used in a variety of design analysis applications. 

Using different toolboxes and coupling them it has been possible to create the geometry, to set 

initial and boundary conditions (BCs) and loads, to assign material properties and to mesh the 

model. The FEA is a good choice for solving partial differential equations over complicated 

domains (like cars and oil pipelines), when the domain changes (as during a solid state 

reaction with a moving boundary), when the desired precision varies over the entire domain, 

or when the solution lacks smoothness. 
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                                  Fig. 4.1 FEM results in terms of streamlines of velocity 

                                   and total mesh displacement of an heart valve. [36] 

 

 

4.1 Geometry 

The first step in any simulation project is the definition and the creation of geometry.  

According to Gupta et al. study [22] the mean liver dimensions has been calculated including 

the volume whose value is 1140± 240 ml in healthy patients. 

In our model the liver volume is 392 ml, that approximately corresponds to half of the real 

size but it allows us to consider a sufficient investigation area where to implement  

simulations in order to get the most realistic results as possible, besides saving computational 

time. 

The liver body is approximated as a cylinder high 0.1 m and radius 0.05 m with the electrode 

located in its centre (further simulations may provide the electrode displaced elsewhere); the 

following geometric data [3] have been used for it: 

- Outer diameter: 1,5 mm 

- Length of active part: 2 cm 

The power generator of the device supplies RF current at 480 Hz and an output power in the 

order of 50 W. 
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During the construction phase of the model it was accounted the possibility of introducing a 

further approximation that is considering the electrode not as a body unto itself but simply as 

surfaces with proper boundary conditions settings. Thanks to Imprinting face command in the  

Geometry Ansys tool, it has been possible to differentiate the two different parts of the 

electrode: the active and non active part. That last step was fundamental since it is required in 

CFX-Pre settings for the boundary conditions. 

Many simulations (for both cases: the one with electrode as a body and then as a surface) have 

confirmed the validity of the approximation thus introduced. Such a choice can be justified in 

order to simplify the model and therefore reducing the computational time. 

Another significant solution adopted for minimizing the number of degrees of freedom for a 

FEM solution is to employ symmetries in our model since the geometry is symmetrical; it will 

not be anymore possible when a real vessel or network vessel geometry is imported. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Fig. 4.2 Geometry with one vessel (4) and the electrode (2 indicates the active tip, 3 the non active 

part) located in a parallel direction into the liver (1). The model considered has got the YZ plane as 

symmetry plane as shown in this frontal view. 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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The vessel parameters (diameter, distance from the electrode, blood velocity, number of 

vessels) can differ from the simulation case. 

The reference model contains a single blood vessel whose diameter is 0.004 m, the distance 

from the electrode is 0.006 m and its height is 0.1 m (similar in the liver). This latter value 

agrees with one important aspect in CFD calculations that is to create a geometry where the 

flow dynamics can be sufficiently developed across the length of its computational domain. 

What, instead, it is constant is the assumption of the velocity profile of the blood flowing 

inside the vessel that is laminar. 

 

 

4.2 Boundary conditions (BCs) 

The geometry is divided into so called sub-domains that are regions separated by boundaries.  

It is very important to impose correct computational domains and boundary conditions for not 

affecting the accuracy of the results.  

Once the boundary conditions for all domains (liver and vessel) are set correctly, it is possible 

to launch the simulation. 

The outer boundaries of the liver and the inlet of the blood vessel are modeled with a Dirichlet 

condition (eq. 4.1) of 37° C equal to the body temperature. 

                                                                                                                                     eq.4.1 

The symmetry plane is set with the condition of zero heat flux (Newman condition) and the 

blood flow velocity has been randomly set at a low value. 

 

According to the operating principle of the Cool-tip electrode (see 2.5) and to the Dirichlet 

conditions, the convective cooling by fluid flow is large enough to guarantee a constant 

temperature on the outer surface of the electrode. Moreover, measurements done by Welp et 

al. in ex vivo experiments on liver tissue with a cool-tip 2 mm electrode, demonstrated that 

for the entire duration of the thermal treatment the tip electrode temperature were almost 

constant at 10° C [4]. Based on that, the assumption for the temperature electrode wall is 

equal to 10° C. 
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Vessel 

Description Values 

Inlet T = 37° C v = 0.05 ms
-1 

Outlet   P = 0 Pa 

Wall No  wall  

Table 4.1 BCs for the vessel 

Liver 

Description Value 

External Walls  0 V 

Electrode Voltage (active part) multiV 

(see chapter 6) 

Electrode Voltage  

(non active) 

insulated 

Electrode Temperature 

(active and non active) 

10° C 

Initial Temperature 37° C 

Table 4.2 BCs for the liver (where the electrode is included) 

 

 

4.3Material properties 

Generally speaking, it is difficult to obtain a reliable measure of tissue thermal properties due 

to their spatially, temporally and even temperature dependency. 

Each element present in our model has been described, according to literature results, through 

their properties in material section contained in CFX-Pre, as follows: 
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LIVER 

MEDIUM k (W m
-1

 K
-1

), 37° C Cp (J kg
-1

 K
-1

) ρ (kg m
-3

) ρ (Ω m), 37°C 

Liver unperfused
(2)

 0.52 3600   1050
(2)

  5.4348
(2)

 

Liver perfused     2.18
(1)

   3600
(2)

   1050
(2)

 5.4348 

Table 4.3 Liver tissue properties 

 

BLOOD 

Tissue k 

(Wm
-1

K
-1

),37°C 

cp  

(J kg
-1

 K
-1

) 

ρ  

(kg m
-3

) 

Dynamic viscosity 

μ (kg m
-1

 s
-1

) 

Blood perfusion 

rate (kg s
-1

 m
-3

) 

Blood
(2) 0.49 3840 1060 0.01 See Fig.4.5 

(1) [23], (2) [24] 

Table 4.4 Blood properties 

 

The solid line temperature dependent in Fig.4.3 indicates blood perfusion rate in pig liver 

tissue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Fig.4.3 Blood perfusion rate for healthy liver tissue [31]. 
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Since the coordinates of the curve described in Fig.4.3 are not easily and reliably retrievable 

from the plot, its trend has been approximated with a sigma function that, together with others 

source term‟s expression, has been defined using CEL language in CFX-Pre (see Appendix 

3). 

 

4.4 Mesh  

The most important step, during the pre-process stage after the geometry definition, is the 

mesh generation that implies the subdivision of the domain into a smaller nonoverlapping 

subdomains so that the flow physics within the domain is solved. 

The basic concept of FEM is the division of the interesting region (1D, 2D or 3D) into smaller 

elements (mesh or grid); surfaces are split into polygons and volumes into polyhedral.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Fig. 4.4  Regions and volumes division in a FEM model [37]. 

 

The accuracy of the solution depends on the number of the mesh elements: more they are, 

more accurate is the approximation but, consequently, it implies an increase in simulation 

time since the size of the equation system to solve has become greater than before. 

In short, it is important to establish the best compromise between a sufficiently fine mesh and 

turnaround times and memory space available. 
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 Fig. 4.5 Three different meshes imply three different computational times: (a)case with more mesh 

elements implies high computational time, (b) and (c) if the number of mesh elements are reduced, 

simulation time can be reduced too [38]. 

 

4.4.1 Overview grid generation 

As already mentioned, the accuracy of CFD (computational fluid dynamics) solutions are 

affected by the number of cell elements: a well constructed mesh has large influence on the 

numerical computation. According to this, problems due to an apparent instability or lack of 

convergence can be solved and likelihood of an eventual solution can be increased. 

The majority of the time spent on a CFD project is usually dedicated to generating a suitable 

mesh for the domain geometry [25]. 

Before describing in details the work carried out in this paragraph, it is necessary to note that 

accuracy is usually problem dependent: an algorithm that is accurate for one model problem 

might not be as accurate as before in a more complicated case. One suitable way for achieving 

this accuracy is to obtain solutions on successively refined grids (grid convergence) and to 

check that, although successive refinements, the solution is not changing satisfying some 

predetermined accuracy. This technique assumes that the approximate solutions will converge 

to the exact solution as the finite quantities diminish and then the approximate solution on the 

finest grid can be used in place of the exact solution; grid independence solution is thus 

reached. 
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At a specific level the use of high-order approximation or grid refinement would be expected 

to produce more accurate solutions. Nevertheless, such choices are only meaningful if they 

are considered in conjunction with execution time and computational efficiency. 

To address the issue of grid independence we can begin by solving the flow problem with 

reasonable mesh sizes (the normal CFD technique is to start with a coarse mesh and gradually 

refine it) based on acquired experience. The computational results may look qualitatively 

good but, if the results obtained halving the mesh size in each direction do not differ 

significantly from those achieved in the original grid layout, we can conclude that the 

discretization error is at an acceptable level. Otherwise, if the values got for the variables 

differ for this second simulation, then the solution is a function of the number of grid points. 

In other words, the grid needs to be refined by increasing the number of grid points until a 

solution is reached and the changes observed in the results are smaller than a pre-defined 

acceptable error (in our project the error accepted is within the 5%). 
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5 Mesh independence study 

 

5.1 Performance and results 

Three different mesh sizes (coarse, medium and fine) have been chosen for the liver so that 

we could understand how much that setting might influence the validity of the results 

obtained. 

 size function Relevance 

center 

Min size Max Face 

size 

Max Tet 

size 

Min Edge 

Length 

Mesh A Proximity and 

curvature 

Coarse 2,44e-005 

m 

2,44e-003 

m 

4,88e-

003 m 

1,5e-003 

m 

Mesh B Proximity and 

curvature 

Medium 1,22e-005 

m 

1,22e-003 

m 

2,44e-

003 m 

1,5e-003 

m 

Mesh C Proximity and 

curvature 

Fine 7,152e-006 

m 

7,152e-004 

m 

1,43e-

003 m 

1,5e-003 

m 

Table 5.1 Three mesh settings for the solid domain: the Mesh A has got the coarser mesh size, while 

the Mesh C has got the finer one. We will study the effect of different mesh dimensions on the 

goodness of the results. 
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The following plot shows the effects of different mesh sizes used in the simulation´s results. 

As Fig. 5.1 indicates, all mesh sizes can be considered valid since all the curves follow the 

same trend and this implies that, whatever mesh analyzed it will be decided to work with, the 

result´s accuracy would not be affected decisively.  

 

If it would be decided to use the coarse mesh (represented by the red curve), it is not 

immediately guarantee the best accuracy results, since it is not perfectly matched with the 

other curves, but still a good result´s accuracy can be expected according to the computational 

time compromise. 

It has been decided to accept as valid any curve trend which is not differing more than 5% 

from the ideal; this assumption can be fully respected by using the coarse mesh utilized in this 

project as it introduces less than 5% of error. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Results for mesh independence study for the solid domain. The lines plotted follow the same 

trend, thus we can conclude that the mesh sizes considered in our work don‟t affect in a significant 

way the quality of the results. 
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To decide which mesh to adopt, it must be therefore considered the case which will be less 

computational time consuming and doesn´t compromise the accuracy of the results; according 

to these criteria, even the coarser mesh size can be acceptable. 

But before approaching the final mesh decision, it was important to deal with the critical point 

due to the fluid flow presence in the multiphysics model considered which gives stricter 

condition for convergence while solving certain partial differential equations numerically. 

According to that reason, a more specific analysis has been necessary for the vessel mesh 

decision.  

A mesh independency study was carried out also for thermal fluid analysis in the vessel. 

 

Several simulations run with different mesh sizes, as shown in the table: 

 Body and face 

default size 

Interface size Vessel Elements 

Pink mesh 0,4 mm 0,3 mm 25215 

Green mesh 0,3 mm 0,2 mm 85359 

Blue mesh 0,25 mm 0,18 mm 122189 

Red mesh 0,22 mm 0,16 mm 158974 

    Table 5.2 Four mesh settings for the fluid domain. From the vessel elements number we can  

understand that the Pink mesh is the coarser since it has got the lower number of elements, while the 

Red mesh is the finer mesh case.  

 

As quality assurance of results that will be obtained at the end of the simulations, the decision 

was to test the mesh goodness extracting, along different lines in our model, certain quantities 

like temperature or velocities and then plotting them.  The line´s positions have been chosen 

so that both liver tissue and blood flow in the vessel could be involved and influence the mesh 

choice based on the goodness of the results. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_differential_equation
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      Fig. 5.2 Location of the selected lines for mesh independency study.  

 

With this set of lines it has been possible to check the accuracy of the results, as previously 

mentioned, at strategic points of the model. 

 

LINE 2: (yellow line in fig. 5.2) it crosses the entire model along YZ plane so that it involves 

both the ablation area just above the electrode and the vessel.  

LINE 2 (yellow) x y Z 

Point 1 0 m 0.052 m -0.05 m 

Point 2 0 m 0.052 m 0.05 m 

Table 5.3 Coordinates of line 2 

 

Results have been collected for both temperature and velocity distribution along this line. 
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                (a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                (b) 

Fig. 5.3 These four curves correspond to the four different vessel meshes and they refer to the 

temperature (a) and velocity distribution (b) along the line 2.  
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LINE 3: (green line in Fig. 5.2) the results coming from this line - placed on plane XY and in 

the middle of the vessel - have been decisive in mesh choice since it involves only the blood 

flow and along all its run. The main interest in that case is to check the accuracy of the results 

for velocity distribution. 

 

LINE 3 (green) x y Z 

Point 1 0 m 0 m 0.0055 m 

Point 2 0 m 0.1 m 0.0055 m 

Table 5.4 Coordnates of line 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 These four curves correspond to the four different vessel meshes and they refer to the velocity 

distribution along the line 3. 
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LINE Close to Interface: (red line in Fig. 5.2) thanks to its planned position (also in that case 

along plane XY throughout the vessel) it was possible to deeply monitor the accuracy results 

in correspondence of the heat transfer area but anyway still from the vessel point of view 

since it is the only part in our model from which depend the strongest terms to obtain mesh 

independence.  

The results for temperature and velocity along the line just mentioned (CloseToInterface) are 

depicted in Fig. 5.5. 

LINE CloseToInterface 

(red) 

x y Z 

Point 1 0 m 0 m 0.0045 m 

Point 2 0 m 0.1 m 0.0045 m 

Table 5.5 Coordinates of line CloseToInterface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             (a) 
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                   (b)  

 

Fig.5.5 These four curves correspond to the four different vessel meshes and they refer to the 

temperature (a) and velocity distribution (b) along the line CloseToInterface. 

 

LINE Between electrode and vessel: (purple line in Fig. 5.2) similar considerations can be 

done here as in the previous line case. The observation and monitoring of the temperature 

distribution in the region located between electrode (heat source) and vessel (“cooling” 

source) can give more information about the heat transfer in solid domain. The choice to place 

a line parallel to the vessel axis (plane XY) in liver domain is due to the fact that the blood 

flow affects the temperature distribution and thus higher is the blood velocity value, more 

influence this parameter will have in temperature distribution around vessel´s walls. A proper 

mesh here can be certainly helpful in this work to have an as more reliable understanding as 

possible of the phenomenon.  
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LINE Between 

(purple) 

x y Z 

Point 1 0 m 0 m 0.003 m 

Point 2 0 m 0.1 m 0.003 m 

Table 5.6 Coordinates of line Between 

 

In this case we could extract data only about temperature distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 These four curves correspond to the  four different vessel meshes and they refer to the 

temperature distribution along the line Between. 

 

This plot shows a soft difference between the curves mostly around Y= [0.003, 0.007] m but, 

according to the assumption about an acceptable variation of 5%, we assumed valid even in 

this case our results. 
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LINE Cross vessel: (orange line in Fig. 5.2) the principal purpose of this further location is 

again for being sure that the fluid can be properly computationally solved. Therefore, it was 

necessary to investigate the blood flow along a different section (plane XZ) perpendicular to 

the vessel axis. Plots about temperature and velocities distribution are below shown. 

 

LINE Cross 

(orange) 

x y z 

Point 1 0 m 0.06 m 0.006 m 

Point 2 0.002 m 0.06 m 0.006 m 

Table 5.7 Coordinates of line CrossVessel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

  

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.7 Both view (a) and (b) are useful to visually localize the considered line in the mode. 
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                  (a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  (b) 

 

Fig 5.8 These four curves correspond to the  four different vessel meshes and they refer to the 

temperature (a) and velocity distribution (b) along the line CrossVessel.       
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Given the results, the conclusion is that for both bodies (liver and vessel) the mesh choice 

agrees with the criteria mentioned before, that is having the mesh size thanks to whom getting 

a good quality results with less computational complexity and therefore simulation time. 

The mesh sizes that have been chosen to be implemented in our model are the coarse mesh 

(mesh A) and the “pink” mesh respectively for the liver body and the blood vessel. 

 

The mesh independence analysis has been carried out in standalone mode since we assumed 

the quality result is very affected by the mesh size rather than simulation time. 

To validate our assumption we decided to run some simulations in transient case with the two 

coarser mesh settings and we extract data in different simulation time (like in t=20 s and t= 40 

s) and we obtain two curves perfectly matching. Such results thus supported our final 

decision. 

The next step thus was to provide the real model size with the proper mesh settings. 

 

5.2 Final mesh settings 

Because of the high number of mesh elements (around 800000) which is computationally 

expensive and not in the scope of this work, it was a reasonable idea to increase the elements 

size in the outer boundary of the liver for reducing the total elements number in the model. 

Such a choice has been easily implemented since, from solid analysis perspective, results are 

less sensitive to the mesh compared with thermal fluid analysis. For not compromising the 

validity of final results, instead, the elements size in the vessel wasn´t modified at all. 

 

The mesh size in the liver was set to increase smoothly from the middle of the model to the 

outer boundary so that we keep a finer mesh around the electrode and the vessel but a coarser 

one in the liver external walls.  

It is important to set a slow transition between the center of the model to the its boundaries in 

order to prevent numerical instabilities. 
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                         Fig. 5.9 Schematic view of the mesh distribution. 

 

 

 

For that reason, to help the transition and the mesh size compatibility between the interfacing 

walls, two specific face sizing have been set in correspondence of the electrode surfaces 

(active and non active) and the liver wall in contact with the vessel with the following values: 

 

Description Value 

Electrode face size 0.007 m 

Liver interface wall size 0.008 m 

Table 5.8 Final mesh settings for vessel domain (interface wall) 

In the following table, settings for final liver mesh are specified: 
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Description Value 

Min element size 0.0006 m 

Max face size 0.008 m 

Max tet size 0.008 m 

Smoothing High 

Transition Slow 

Growth rate Default (1.2) 

            Table 5.9 Final mesh settings for vessel domain  

 

With the updated mesh values we could finally obtain the final mesh version that counts 

around 210000 elements (of whom 50000 in the vessel) and that will be implemented in our 

simulations.   

 

5.3 Time settings  

In CFX-Solver it has been possible to launch all the simulation models. The selection of an 

appropriate time step size is necessary to obtain good convergence rates for our transient 

simulations. 

According to the radiofrequency ablation therapy duration, that is 12 minutes, the total time as 

been coherently set and the initial time value was set to 0 seconds. 

A suitable time step has been selected such that the solution is numerically stable and the 

computational time is limited. First of all the time step size must be chosen of the order of the 

time scales of interest, and then running a fixed but small part of the simulation. The same 

period is then rerun using around double of half this time step value and the results must be 

compared. 
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Significant differences between results obtained with the initial and smaller time step means 

that an even smaller time step is necessary and this process can be repeated until the similarity 

in results is achieved within a certain and acceptable solution tolerance. 

The time step started with a reasonable size of 0.2 s but the simulation couldn‟t end because 

of numerical instability. Therefore, just around halving this latter value, we could launch 

another simulation case with time step fixed to 0.08 s and we could get results. 

An additional step was to decrease again this time setting so that it is easier to evaluate the 

influence of such parameter on the reliability of the results. The last time step attempt decided 

was 0.01 s. It doesn‟t respect the halving method suggested by the independence study but, 

because of lack of time, it allows us to verify how much a great reduction can impact on the 

goodness of our results. Also in this case, as expected, convergence was achieved. 

The comparison between 0.08 s and 0.01 s shows curves perfectly matching as shown in the 

below picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.10 In this picture two curve are plotted along the same line and referring to the same variable 

(temperature) distribution but with different time step settings: the red one represents a time step of 

0.01 s and the blue one – that almost perfectly matches the other curve – a time step of 0.08 s. 
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The results obtained were helpful to reach the conclusion about the time step value to 

implement in the simulations. Since it can be noticed an observable time size difference 

slightly affecting the quality of the results and anyway respecting the upper time step limit 

arising from the initial value, the final time step size assumed is 0.1 s. It is very comparable to 

0.8 s and it represents a good compromise between what found out in this paragraph and the 

requirement of limiting the computational time. 
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6 Power regulation development and implementation 

This chapter aims at describing all the steps carried out for developing and implementing a 

power regulation in our simulation model. 

The power regulation (PR) function took a large time of the project to be defined and has 

involved several phases of development (see appendix 2); in this section two PR versions will 

be described. 

 

6.1 First PR version 

This section wants to describe the creation of the power regulation function so that all the 

steps and reasoning that led us to the second PR law definition can be deeper justified and 

understood and some improvements can be highlighted. 

It was necessary to set some key assumptions for the definition of our PR equation: 

- Ablative temperature equal to 90° C to be maintained constant during the therapy; 

- Within 60 s the liver temperature must reach 90° C; 

Taking into account both assumptions and considering the initial temperature value (body 

temperature of 37° C) in the model, it was possible to define an ideal curve corresponding to 

the trend of temperature expected in the liver domain, once the RFA therapy has started: the 

ideal temperature behavior increases from the body temperature (37° C) until the ablative 
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temperature (90° C) during the first 60 s and then is maintained fixed to this latter value for all 

the treatment duration (720 s). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6.1 Sample of 100 s of  the ideal temperature curve. 

 

The usefulness of the ideal curve is shown in the comparison with the real temperature that is 

the one developed in the main domain (liver tissue) due to the joule heating effect caused by 

the electrode working. 

The operating principle of both functions is analogous: voltage input start with a fixed value 

(40 V) that must be increased within one minute in order to reach higher voltage so that the 

desirable temperature of 90° C is reached through comparison with the ideal curve previously 

calculated. 

The voltage trend is a simple ramp increasing from 40 V to 80 V at 40 s. After the first 

checker point (t= 40 s), the ramp slow rate can increase, decrease or be constant depending on 

the temperature gap existing between real and ideal temperature. The same happens after the 

second checker point (t= 45 s). After that, the voltage value will not be monitored anymore. 

This is the big limit of this first PR attempt that must be taken into account in further 

improvements. 

Fig.6.2 shows the behavior of the PR just described and all the cases referred to the 

temperature difference are indicated by the various branches. 
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Fig. 6.2  shows the schema of the first PR version. In the current version, some “checker” points are 

provided in correspondence of t = 40 s and t = 45 s, where any difference between real and ideal 

temperature is calculated and monitored in order to adequately modulate the voltage supplied to the 

model.  

 

Although the logical principle of this function, as discussed above, is quite simple and 

involves linear changes, the implemented system of equations can immediately look 

structurally complex and this might compromise the understanding of the readers because of 

the large number of expressions. 

For convenience, a detailed description of equations used is reported in Appendix 2. 
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6.2 Second PR version 

As mentioned in the previous subchapter, both versions of PR are based on the same 

operating principle. 

In the current power law, during the simulation process, the solver in every time step 

compares the maximum real temperature behavior in the liver with the ideal trend and based 

on any difference (positive or negative) between them, the program can modulate the input 

voltage value in order to keep constant the ablative temperature around 90° C. 

The comparison takes into account the maximum temperature value since it is exactly the 

variable to monitor and limit during the thermal procedure duration. In the expressions 

implemented for PR temperature dependent, any location term is specified since this 

information is difficult to guess a priori but mostly it can‟t be generalized to all possible 

simulation cases. The variability introduced by each different case to inquire into is inherently 

contained in the parameter DT that is the difference between the ideal and the real 

temperature value. It can be expected that the more complex the geometry is the greater DT 

will be. For example, the heat sink effect introduced by a single vessel is certainly less than 

the heat loss due to two or more vessels presence or similarly when considering different 

blood flow speeds. This loss information – specific for each case - is translated as a 

temperature difference (DT) that is perceived by the solver program; this latter will try to 

reduce or, better, nullify the temperature gap so that the real behavior can simulate and 

resemble as much as possible the ideal reference. 

The power regulation in our model clearly results from multiV expression.  

The investigation about the temperature gap starts from the beginning of the solution process: 

whenever the solver program observes a difference between the two temperature curves the 

voltage input is modified, otherwise it is simply set to a fixed value (Vo=40 V). 

Vincrease acts when DT is positive and Vdecrease when DT is negative; their changes are DT 

dependent and directly proportional to it. 

Some differences can be thus identified between the two power regulation laws. 

The first difference is related to the temperature dependence: if the improved equation takes 

in account, or better, is based on the maximum temperature trend in the target tissue, in the 

first version of PR the voltage applied to the model doesn‟t envisage any temperature 

dependency except in two “checker” points. 
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This is precisely the second difference: multiV expression is continuously confronted with the 

ideal temperature curve, whereas here the monitoring occurs only in two time points (t=45 s 

and t=50 s) anyway appointed within the first minute of simulation that is the time set to 

achieve the target temperature. 

 

6.3 Results 

This section reports the results obtained from both the versions of the PR implemented in the 

project respectively in Fig. 6.2 and Fig.6.3 after two minutes of simulation, time that is 

supposed to be enough to monitor the PR effects during the simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Fig 6.2 The picture shows the results obtained after two minutes of simulation with the first  

version of PR. 

 

From the plot, it is observable that the temperature reached in the liver after two minutes of 

therapy is barely 75º C, a value clearly lower than the desirable one. This information in itself 
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would be reasonable and worthwhile enough to modify and improve the power regulation 

expression but further considerations supported such a choice. 

First of all, the very fact that this PR law can‟t be considered valid (hard-fitting) in order to 

achieve the target ablative temperature for all the cases because of voltage temperature 

independent mentioned above, then the system equation complexity that might represents an 

obstacle for those wishing to understand or improve the expression definition and finally the 

need to add more checker points - highly recommended in a potential future work - would 

complicate further on the current equation system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Fig. 6.3 Results obtained with the implementation of the final version of PR after 2 minutes of 

simulation. 

 

The temperature curves (the red and the green one respectively for the real and ideal) almost 

overlap during the whole time simulation and this can be considered as a good result: the 

maximum temperature in the liver follows the ideal trend and after the first minute of therapy 

it is maintained constant around 90º C. 
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The blue curve represents the voltage (multiV) applied to the model: it starts from Vo=40 V 

and it increases until around 85 V for this case, value at which multiV seems to be settled. 

DT behavior is instead described by the yellow line that visibly shows a variation between the 

two temperatures never more than four degrees. 

Given the results achieved, we can be satisfied with that in this project but we are aware of 

further improvements in the PR definition. 

 

 

6.4 Discussion 

When tissue is heated for a sufficient duration and with a temperature greater then a certain 

threshold, tumor cells die because of protein denaturation and scarce perfusion [27]. 

Incomplete RFA, which can be mostly caused by low temperature at the target sites, might 

play an important role in determining a rapid progression of residual hepatic carcinoma.  

Ke and his research team demonstrated that the residual tumors can occur when the local 

ablative temperature is not sufficiently high. The lower the temperature is, the more 

significant is the local tumor proliferation [26]. They also wrote about some reasons for 

residual cancers that can be summarized as follows: 

- The heat sink effect due to the blood vessels –especially large vessels or close to the 

tumor - presence is so significant that doesn‟t allow the ablative temperature to reach an 

adequate value; 

- When the tumor is located nearby an organ (stomach, intestine, gallbladder), the operator 

might act on purpose reducing the RFA intensity to avoid to damage it; 

- The presence of nests of tumor cells still viable in incompletely fused coagulation zones 

due to the difficult performance of overlapping ablation; 

- Sometimes the microvascular area that surrounds the tumor location is wider than 

expected or there might be the presence of hidden satellite tumor lesions. 

According to Liang et al. [28] it is possible to judge the completeness of RFA thanks to two 

existing methods: Power-controlled and Temperature controlled method. They respectively 

monitor the power output - if it grows too fast, the tissue carbonized too rapidly and the power 

output is limited – and the temperature value that must be kept constant at a certain level for a 

fixed duration. The suggestion is to use a combination between both cases for maximizing the 
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ablation scope and to let the operator in the conditions to better judge the completeness of the 

therapy. 

The results published by Kei et al. [29] determined the starting point of this work; the critical 

aspect of the tumor progression issue is the relationship with an insufficient ablative margin 

after RFA. They identified three factors that can be involved in tumor recurrence after the 

thermal procedure (insufficient ablative margin, contiguous vessel and liver capsule) and, 

through statistical analysis, they found out a significantly higher concordance rate in the case 

with insufficient ablative margin as previously mentioned. 

Taking in account all these data, we decide to orientate this part of the project so that the main 

goal is to keep as more constant as possible the target temperature during the all therapy 

duration and thus reducing one of the most dangerous disadvantages of the local ablation: the 

residual tumors caused by incomplete ablation of the target diseased tissue. 

The threshold temperature we want to be respected in our cases is set to 90° C. From the 

literature we know that the temperature range consider valid in order to get an adequate 

ablation goes from 70° - 80° C where the tumors become completely necrotic [30] to 100° C, 

value that, if exceeded, causes tissue vaporization and carbonization [5]. The reference value 

chosen represents an average of the temperature interval considered. 

 

 

6.5 Conclusions and future work 

The development and implementation of the power regulation has certainly introduced an 

important feature in the computational model for maintaining the target temperature in a 

desirable range and, thus, optimizing the effectiveness of the treatment. 

Though the results achieved in this work can be considered consistent with the object, further 

improvements are required. All possible improvements and validations can be obtained by 

testing the PR in more models with different blood vessels number, dimensions and 

parameters such as blood flow velocity and distance between electrode and vessel so that any 

future PR is independent of the model in question and capable of achieving a distribution of 

the temperature in the treated tissue ever closer to the ideal. 
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7 Ablation modalities: comparison of RF and MW ablation  

 

The research work carried out in this section wants to investigate on the thermal 

characteristics of radiofrequency ablations in the tissue surrounding a branched artery; this 

idea born from a paper published by Liu et al. whose study was focused on the thermal effects 

of microwave ablations [31]. They simulated the temperature distribution after the microwave 

heating in the liver tissue using the finite element method and with changing the distance 

between the microwave antenna and the bifurcation. The analysis was three-dimensional and 

coupled fluid blood flow and solid heat transfer were taken into account. 

Here the objective is to reproduce a parallel investigation by using radiofrequency: also in this 

case several simulations have been run for different distances between the electrode and the 

bifurcation. The geometry, the mesh settings, the time settings and the boundary conditions 

have been observed as well, in order to reproduce the experimental model used as reference in 

Liu et al. paper. 

The arterial bifurcation is the most critical feature in a vessel network since its structure 

usually implies complicated flow patterns such as recirculation and the temperature 

distribution in the adjacent heated area may be affected; such investigation would hopefully  

provide some data for understanding the impact of complicated vessels during the ablative 

procedure. 
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7.1 Radiofrequency and microwave ablation overview 

This subsection outlines the physics behind RF and microwave heating pointing out any 

similarities or differences and provides a range of information useful to understanding and 

evaluating the results that will be presented at the end of the chapter.  

A quite detailed description of the RF ablation is provided in chapter 2 but here are reported 

more information for making the comparison easier and understandable. 

While the radiofrequency ablation depends on electrical conduction through the tissue - that is 

not a perfect conductor - and brings resistive effect because of the RF current, the microwave 

ablation (whose works frequencies belong to the range 900 MHz – 2.45 GHz) relies on 

dielectric property of the tissue. 

Dielectric heating happens when an alternating electromagnetic (EM) field is applied to an 

dielectric material, forcing the water molecules in the tissue to oscillate; the EM energy is 

partially absorbed and thus converted to heat. This explains a greater heating effect in 

presence of high water content, whereas less heating occurs in tissue with low percentage of 

water [32]. 

The major distinction between the two ablation modalities is that RF heating is localized to 

regions with high current density, while microwave heating propagates along a radial 

direction in the tissue volume surrounding the antenna [33]. This means that RF requires an 

electrically conductive path to allow RF current flow, whereas microwaves heating can occur 

through material with low or even zero conductivity and at any temperature or water content. 

Microwaves also provide improved techniques for ablating with multiple antennas 

simultaneously in close areas or in different location since a temperature increase by N
2
 – 

where N is the number of field applied - can be achieved if the EM fields are properly 

overlapped. Any multiple-applicator ablation can be used in RF modality unless a switcher 

between electrodes system is included. 
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Fig. 7.1 Simulated heating profiles of array using a) two, b) three, c) four, d) six antennas that 

respectively improve the heat generation rate at the center of the array by a factor of a) four, b) nine, c) 

sixteen and d) thirty-six  over a single antenna by using constructive antenna phasing [32]. 

 

One important aspect when comparing RF and MW ablation is the type of diseased organ and 

the tumor location within the organ, since the variability of the properties depends on the 

tissue considered; the liver tissue for instance have high perfusion rates and requires large 

zones of active heating to be properly ablated. 

RF ablation is particularly suggested for tumor less than 3.0 cm in diameter and for early-

stage hepatocellular carcinoma owing to the property of localizing and focusing its 

intervention and it is now considered a first-line treatment option in this area. The issues 

resulting from this ablation modality concern its ability to heat large volume of tissue or 

tissues located close to high-perfusion regions. By developing techniques and devices and 

introducing pharmacologic agent to minimize the tissue perfusion, the RF efficacy has 

improved but, at the same time, the use of multiple prongs increased the invasiveness. 

Microwaves give similar advantages of RF technique and represent an adequate solution to 

the perfusion problem. They can faster heating larger volumes, provide higher temperatures, 

they are independent on tissue properties, less affected by heat sink and able to go deeper into 

the tissue. Add to this, it is possible to improve their performances just increasing the power 

applied to the liver, which is increasing the antenna diameter to dimensions that might 

undermine the use of such technology. 

Currently, RF is the dominant treatment modality in the liver until the promises of mw energy 

for tumor ablation will come up with commercial and academic developments and, thus, with 

the production of new MW ablation systems, less invasive and easier to use. 
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7.2 Mathematical model for radiofrequency ablation therapy 

In Liu et al. research paper the thermal conduction and diffusion occurring in biological tissue 

is described by Pennes bio-heat equation, whereas in all the simulations cases we run, the 

thermal model used was the keff method (that is by default provided by Ansys).  

 

Due to this marked difference, it was necessary to implement Pennes model also in our 

simulations, by introducing the heat source term just explained, so that the comparison 

between the two projects was possible.  

In appendix 3 you find some useful instructions for creating, and thus adding, a heat source 

term to an existing model and some properties data implemented in this comparing work. 

 

 

7.3 Numerical model  

The geometry has been created according to Liu et al. paper, as shown in fig. 7.2 and detailed 

in table. 7.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 Dimensions of the numerical model used by Liu‟s research team and remained valid also in 

this project [31]. 
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Dimension Value 

d1 4 mm 

d2 2.8 mm 

L1 1 mm 

L2 50 mm 

L3 50 mm 

  

 Table 7.1 Numerical data of the geometry shown in Fig. 7.2 

 

The electrode is located into the liver, beside the bifurcation at different positions in the plane 

perpendicular to the vessel‟s plane; the distance between two neighboring positions was 5 mm 

as shown in fig.7.3. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      

 

 Fig.7.3 Positions of the microwave antenna considered in the paper work we are comparing with our 

work; in our case the electrode positions considered are less as later (section 7.5.3) will be explained 
[31]. 
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Contrary to the paper work, in this project - for lack of time - few electrode positions have 

been considered that are 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 25 mm, 35 mm and 45 mm. Further reasons 

will be described in section 7.5.3. For each distance the maximum temperature was calculated 

in order to compare the maximum temperature distribution when using microwaves or 

radiofrequencies.  

 

7.4 Boundary conditions 

Assuming that the volume was large enough for the outer wall temperature to be affected by 

the ablation, a constant temperature of 37º C was set at the external walls of the liver and at 

the inlet of the blood vessel. 

At the outlets of the branched artery, the reference pressure was set as zero and the inlet 

velocity of the main vessel as 0,5 m/s. 

Finally, the voltage applied to the active electrode is 60 V. 

 

The blood flow was considered as steady and laminar and it is assumed to be an 

incompressible Newtonian fluid with the constant electrical conductivity of 0.74 S·m, density 

of 1060 kg/m
3
, thermal conductivity of 0.484 W/(m·K) and specific heat of 3840 J/(kg·K). 

 

The liver tissue properties were set as shown in table 7.2 

Property Value 

Thermal conductivity k 0.465 [W/(m·K)] 

Specific Heat Cp 3600 [J/(kg·K)] 

Density ρ 1060 [kg/m
3
] 

 

Table 7.2 Thermal properties employed in the model. 

 

7.5 Numerical results 

The velocity and the temperature in the branched vessel, the temperature distributions in the 

vicinity of the bifurcation and the ablation size were explored and analyzed, taking into 

account the parallel results obtained by working with microwaves. 
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 7.5.1 Velocity distribution in the vessel  

The velocity developed in the arterial division is shown in fig. 7.4 and confirms comparable 

results found out in the paper we are comparing with. The blood flow clearly presents the 

highest velocity near the centre of the vessel and the lowest velocity (v=0 m/s) along the 

vessel wall due to boundary layer friction which are the characteristics of a laminar flow (see 

subchapter 3.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.4 The velocity in the arterial bifurcation is here shown and it was expected to find the common 

features of a branching flow: in the vessel inlet the flow profile is parabolic and it tend to generates 

region of recirculation flow after the vessel is split. 

 

 

The highest velocity values are different depending on which branching it is considered: since 

the main vessel diameter is greater, the wall influence is less affecting the velocity in the 

centre of the vessel. Add to this, the effect of the recirculation flow must be considered since, 

after that zone, the fluid velocity was very low.  
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                                           Fig. 7.5 Close view of the bifurcation. 

 

7.5.2 Temperature distribution in the vessel 

The following pictures show that the temperature distribution obtained changes depending on 

the ablation mode (RF or MW); this result might partly be explained with the different power 

contribution considered in our model. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

      Fig.7.6 Temperature distribution in RF ablation 
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Fig.7.7 Temperature distribution in MW ablation [31]. 

 

In both pictures a noticeable temperature increase can be noted in the right branch. The left 

one isn‟t affected by any temperature increase in the case represented in fig. 7.6, whereas we 

need to draw different conclusions when using MW therapy mode. 

The explanation is made taking into account some differences between the two ablation 

techniques. 

First of all, the microwaves allow for larger zone of thermal ablation and more uniform tumor 

annihilation, MW ablation seems to be less dependent on thermal conduction and this might 

justify the minor influence of the heat sink effect of the surrounding blood vessels on the 

result of the thermal treatment.  
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7.5.3 Temperature distribution when changing the electrode position 

In Liu et al. paper, there is a plot (fig. 7.8) showing the maximum temperature behavior when 

moving the electrode respect to the bifurcation. It is there shown that by increasing the 

distance between antenna and bifurcation, it did not always mean a maximum ablative 

temperature increase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.7.8 Thermal characteristic in vicinity of bifurcation at different electrode (red circles) or antenna 

(black squares) positions. The interpolation line is valid for MW thermal ablation; the proposal of the 

comparison work we are carrying out is to verify if it is possible to obtain a similar trend also in RF 

ablation modality.  

 

The distances marked in red are the ones considered in our simulations. 

The criteria that justify such a choice takes into account the lack of time left to devote to the 

project and the significance of the highlighted points in describing the temperature 

distribution. The red circles, in fact, are located in correspondence of the most critical points 

of the curve. 

In fig. 7.9 there are the results obtained for radiofrequency cases compared with the 

microwave cases. In order to be able to make a comparison, the two distributions have been 

normalized respect to the maximum temperature value (obtained in the microwave therapy for 
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a distance as 45 mm) because of the power difference between the two therapy methods 

simulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Fig.7.9 This plot graphically shows the result of the comparison between the temperature trends in RF 

and MW ablation modalities; using MWs, higher ablative temperatures are achievable. 

 

The trend of the two curves differs as values but the common information is that the 

maximum ablative temperatures did not always increase with the distance electrode-

bifurcation.  

This latter might be explained as an effect of the recirculation in correspondence of the vessel 

branching and the temperature gap as result of a less influence on microwaves of the cooling 

effect generated by the vessels presence. 

It is to note, in fact, the big importance of the distance electrode-bifurcation in RF ablation 

mode: when the electrode active tip is 45 mm far from the bifurcation – close the liver outer 

walls – the temperature reached is very similar to the parallel MW case. We can conclude that 

nearby the liver walls and for all the distances for which the heat sink effect is not an 

influence parameter the ablative temperatures can reach higher values, comparable with the 

ones achieved during microwave ablation mode. The fact that the highest value of 

temperature marked in fig.7.9 belongs to the MW ablation curve at 45 mm distance, it proves 

the ability to heat larger areas typical of microwaves. 
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8 Thermal models investigation  

 

The objective of this chapter is to investigate how the real situation could be if one of the two 

thermal models here analyzed (Pennes bio-heat equation or keff equation) is valid. 

As previously mentioned, both models are extreme approximations for predicting temperature 

distributions during hyperthermia treatments: the aim of this section is mainly focused on 

their effectiveness in removing tumors close to blood vessels.  

The path work starts with the creation of some simulation files which include the same 

geometry and boundary conditions of the model used in chapter 7 (see sections 7.3 and 7.4) 

parallel and identically designed but with the two different thermal ablation implemented also 

including the PR settings and ends with the extraction and collection of data relating to 

temperature distributions in order to facilitate an accurate reading of the comparison results. 

The simulations run for this chapter include some of the distances considered in section 7.5.3 

precisely corresponding to distances equal to 5 mm and 10 mm. In addition, one more 

distance was considered (3 mm) in order to investigate in more detail the ablative temperature 

distribution in the vicinity of blood vessel wall. 
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8.1 Extracting data 

Data extraction was carried out along a line crossing the vessel bifurcation and the electrode 

tip in the symmetry plane XY. The length and position of the line were chosen so that the 

display of the results concerning the distributions of temperature in the zone of intense 

ablation was more favoured. Moreover, the location of this line is such that includes different 

distances between electrode and blood vessel. 

Some details of the line are given in table 8.1 and Fig.8.1. 

LINE  x y z 

Point 1 0.02 m 0.05 m 0 m 

Point 2 -0.02 m 0.05 m 0 m 

Table 8.1 Coordinates of the line crossing the vessel bifurcation in plane XY. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8.1 The line in question is located in the symmetry plane XY as shown in this picture. 
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A further investigation has been done for detecting the right time point at which to obtain 

steady-state results and, thus, perform data extraction when any solution changes are limited.  

Fig. 8.2 shows that, when implementing Pennes model in our simulation files, a stable 

solution is achievable within the second minute of therapy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8.2 Steady-state study has been done for all distances (3 mm, 5 mm and 10 mm) but for 

convenience and coherence of results here it is reported only one distance case. The red curve 

indicates the temperature distribution after the first minute of therapy, whereas the green and the blue 

curve correspond respectively to the second and the third minute. The stability of the solutions is thus 

reached already from the second minute of simulation.   

 

 

The same trend of the temperature curves from the second minute of simulation onwards 

generates some concerns raised by the fact that such behaviour differs somewhat from our 

expectations (the heat spreading is directly proportional to the simulation time). However here 

it is documented the result obtained by our simulations. 
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According to Fig. 8.2, the data extraction can be considered valid and reliable in 

correspondence of the third minute of simulation. 

The results obtained for keff model show that a stable temperature distribution can‟t be 

reached during the entire duration of the thermal treatment: Fig. 8.3 proves the temperature 

increase together with the simulation time increasing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8.3 The various temperature distribution lines were extracted respectively after 1 minute (red), 2 

minutes (blue), 3 minutes (green), 5 minutes (pink) and 12 minutes (purple) of RFA. No steady-state 

solution has been achieved. 

 

Because the main interest of this investigation concerns the temperature distributions close to 

blood vessel walls and further in keff model the temperature values don´t change significantly 

close to the target area, it can be valid the comparison between temperature distributions 

obtained with the two thermal models at the third minute of simulation. 
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8.2 Results 

The following plots demonstrate the results obtained by the comparison between Pennes and 

keff at different electrode positions. The curves in the pictures are normalized to the maximum 

temperature in order to make the data independent of the specific context: the combination of 

different electrode positions and different thermal model implemented in different simulation 

files has in fact involved a different power requirement to achieve and maintain a constant 

ablative temperature established in this work. 

When reading the graphs, the observation should be focused in the central part which  

includes the blood vessel and the electrode and give attention to what happens close to the 

vessel walls and near the electrode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8.4 These curves concern the model with the electrode located 3 mm from the blood vessel. The 

blue curve represents the temperature distribution when implementing the Pennes thermal model, the 

red one for the keff model. 
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Fig.8.5 These curves concern the model with the electrode located 5 mm from the blood vessel. The 

blue curve represents the temperature distribution when implementing the Pennes thermal model, the 

red one for the keff model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8.6 These curves concern the model with the electrode located 10 mm from the blood vessel. The 

blue curve represents the temperature distribution when implementing the Pennes thermal model, the 

red one for the keff model. 
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8.4 Conclusions and future work 

From the results shown in Fig. 8.4, Fig. 8.5 and Fig. 8.6 it is possible to reach a general 

conclusion. For most of the distances involved in the line considered (X axis), the temperature 

distribution referring to keff model is generally higher than the curve obtained with Pennes 

model and the temperature gap between them becomes more significant as the distance of the 

electrode from blood vessel increases.  

Further, in the results plots it can be noticed that only the keff temperature distributions are 

especially affected by the electrode positions, whereas the Pennes model doesn‟t seem to be 

influenced in a significant way from this parameter. 

If the real heat transfer situation in liver tissue would be described by the increased thermal 

conductivity model, the probability to have cancer removal in the vicinity of the vessel walls 

would be higher and, by changing the electrode location, it would be possible to vary the 

intensity of the desired ablation and, thus, the therapy efficiency.   

The work begun in this project is part of a scientific discussion already under way for some 

time [12] and wants to add a small contribution to the research community.  

It would be interesting to deepen the work investigating the area more intensely interested by 

the ablation, for example by considering more lines, differently oriented, where to extract 

data. 
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9 Conclusions and future work 

 
In this project the potential for reducing computational cost of RFA of liver has been 

investigated and through some simplifications during the construction phase of the model - 

such as the approximation for the electrode geometry and the activation of beta features – it 

has been possible to streamline the project files. 

According to the computational resources, it has also sought to improve and validate the 

quality and the accuracy of the results obtained mesh independence study: in that work it was 

found out the importance to have finer mesh in important regions e.g. close to the vessel walls 

and inside the vessel to capture respectively temperature distribution and flow behaviour and 

heating propagation in these specific domains.  

Furthermore, the implementation of the PR in the simulation projects has shown the utility 

and the importance of monitoring the maximum ablative temperature in the target tissue 

which must be contained within a preset value in order to optimize the therapeutic technique 

and reduce the risk of recurrent tumors.  

The comparison between RF and MW showed the specific ability of RF treatment in 

removing tumors localized and at an early stage; a similar role can be played by the MW 

therapy but pending its academic and commercial development, the RF remains the dominant 

treatment modality in the liver thanks to its lower invasiveness and ease of use. 

Finally, the investigation between the two simplest and most used model for hyperthermia 

treatment (Pennes and keff) showed the keff thermal model as the best suited for removing 

tumors close to the blood vessel wall, but this is just a small contribution to one of the still 

open and live debates in this research field. 
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There are some possible issues which can be investigated as future work for more validations, 

possibly coupled with experimental verifications of the model developed. Further works and 

suggestions are as follows: 

 Improve the power regulation and validate it in more configurations of the model 

(varying number of the vessels, blood flow velocities, positions of the electrode, 

etc…); 

 Verify if the cylindric approximation can be assumed valid when simulating RFA 

treatment which automatically implies the importation of real vessel geometry in the 

model and the comparison among both cases; 

 Introduce a patient specific vessel geometry (starting from a single vessel till the entire 

network of vessels); 

 Deepen the investigation of the best suited thermal model to implement in the 

simulations, mainly focused on the removal of tumors close to vessel walls: the 

temperature distributions can be investigated in numerous directions and areas and 

also other parameters can be found as significant or particular of the thermal model 

used. 
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Appendix 1 

This section wants to be as a short reference tutorial for the readers that might want to better 

understand some steps carried out in this work; some pictures are given to facilitate any 

research and use of the tools employed. 

 

Ansys Workbench Interface 

The development of a model in Ansys consists of choosing the right application modes for the 

problem, creating geometry, assigning an appropriate mesh, proper physical properties and 

boundary conditions. It is possible to reproduce a multiphysics model coupling several 

different application modes to one model in the ANSYS Workbench interface. 

Much time has been spent for learning how to use and for becoming confident with this rich 

platform by which it has been possible to implement, in only one system, different physical 

phenomena (e.g electric potential, heat transfer, blood flow) simultaneously.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Fig. A1.1 Example of a Workbench interface 
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This is composed into two primary areas: the Toolbox region and the Project Schematic.  

The Toolbox contains the system blocks that you can add to your project (including standard 

and custom templates) by right clicking on it.  

The Project Schematic captures the project and workflow of your project, providing a visual 

representation of the objects in the project and their relationship to each other. 

Analyses are shown as systems, which are comprised of individual cells. Links connecting 

systems represent data sharing or data transfer between the systems.                                       

Depending on the analysis type and/or application or workspace, you may also see other 

windows, tables, charts, etc...displaying properties that can be edited.  

In addition you will see a Toolbar and a Menu bar that gives you access to some of the most 

commonly used functions.  

One of the most interesting results obtained during this preliminary part of the work has been 

to find out that it is possible to include all the variables, elements, phenomena involved in our 

“research case”, in the Fluid Flow (CFX) template only, whereas the previous research work 

was solved by using a more complex project including templates such as the Electric Ansys, 

Fluid Flow CFX, Engineering Data and Transient Thermal Ansys.  

This simplification, since now utilized, is possible when also the hidden beta features (see the 

following explanation for further information) are enabled as option in the user interface 

under „General options’ in CFX-Pre. Such a choice allows us to obtain a simpler project 

interface and therefore reduced computational times: once the Project Schematic has been set 

and thus the Geometry has been created in the proper template, it is possible to use CFX in 

standalone mode. It means to have direct access to CFX files (whose extension are .cfx, .def, 

.res) - which are saved in a folder automatically generated by the software – with the ability to 

change or add settings without necessarily having to retrace the path of work imposed by 

Workbench interface. 

Unless you have to build/rebuild the geometry of the model, the standalone mode is then 

recommended to avoid consumption of time and crashing of the program.  

The folder dimension (including all CFX file‟s type) is of the order of Gb and the 

computational time can take days or weeks according to the simulation time and the mesh 

accuracy. 
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CFX-Pre and physics checking 

In CFX-Pre, the physics-definition pre processor for ANSYS CFX, you can import meshes 

produced in a variety of mesh generation software packages into CFX-Pre and select physical 

models used in CFD simulation. The CFX-Pre files are then sent to CFX solver. 

The CFX-Pre workspace contains a tree view very user friendly where it is possible to import 

and transform meshes and to specify physics, regions, materials and expressions. 

It‟s also included a powerful feature that is the automatic physics checking, thanks to whom it 

has been easier the detection of inconsistent or uncorrected settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A1.2 Example of an automatic physics checking window 
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Beta features (Electromagnetics and Magnetohydrodynamics) 

The following description can be found in the section CFD-Post of ANSYS v.12 manual.  

In Release 12.0, electromagnetic hydrodynamics is available as a beta feature to enable the 

modeling of: 

-the electric potential for conducting materials (including magnetic induced currents) 

-user-defined volumetric, point and boundary sources 

-resistive heating in energy equations 

-conjugate transfer between fluid and solid domains 

-variable electrical conductivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A1.3 the pictures show the way to enable the beta features in CFX-Pre General options 

window. 

 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is based on the conservation of mass, momentum, 

energy and chemical species. 

Computational Electro-Magnetics (CEM) is based on: 
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-Maxwell´s equations and further relations 

-Material relations for polarization (permittivity), conductivity and magnetization 

(permeability). 

The interaction of CEM and CFD is trough body forces that result due to interactions between 

electromagnetic fields and fluid motion. 

The quasi-static MHD and E-MAG models are available as beta features. The electric field 

can be either solved using the electrical potential equation or specified by the user. Similarly, 

the magnetic field can be either solved using the magnetic vector potential equation (including 

an external magnetic field) or specified by the user. Momentum and energy sources calculated 

by solving these equations are automatically included in the hydrodynamics system through 

the Lorentz force and Joule heating. 

Some beta features are hidden in the user interface that can be made available to selected 

users on demand, such as some of them definitely involved in our project: 

-non-ideal thermodynamic mixture properties 

-orthotropic thermal conductivity and diffusivity for additional variables 

-electromagnetic force effects on particles 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

CEL and  PR expressions 

The implementation of the power regulation function has been possible using the CFX 

expression language (CEL) thanks to whom it is possible to enhance simulations without 

recourse to writing and linking separate external Fortran routines; once the expression has 

been created, it can be used as input in fluid domains, boundary conditions or initial values. 

The main interest is to create an expression that will be specified as an input voltage value for 

the boundary condition in the active part of the electrode. All the expressions involved in 

defining the new variable are fully described in fig.A2.1 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.A2.1 It is possible to define expressions in the correspondent Expression space (just clicking in the 

Expression icon on the command line) as shown. 
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The next step was to specify as voltage input multiV expression in the active electrode 

boundary as shown in the picture below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. A2.2 Details of boundary settings: the PR function (multiV) is specified as input  

variable in the active electrode. 

 

 

Monitoring variables 

 

Fig. A2.3 Details of Monitor 

option in Output control. 

 

 

For monitoring the behavior 

of some variables, it was 

very useful to define them 

as monitor points: opening 

the output control window 

and specifying the monitor 

option, it was possible to 

introduce many monitor 

variables.  
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This type of setting is essential when implementing a new expression because it significantly 

eases its development and its improvement during every single time step of the simulations. 

Defining a new monitor point thus means to be able to check its behavior in a user points  

window that will be automatically opened once the CFX-Solver has been set up; the more 

monitor points are defined, the more behavior curves will be add in the mentioned window. 

 

 

PR development 

Below you can find the description of the system of equations respectively used in the first 

and in the final version of PR. 

 

1
st
 PR equation’s description: 

DT =  TIdl-TMax 

TD = Tmax-TIdl 

TIdl = if(step(40.001[s]-t)/1[s]==1,TIdl1,TIdl2) 

TIdl1 = (1.325*t/1[s]+310)[K]    

TIdl2 = 363[K] 

Vlt = if(step(40.001[s]-t/1[s]==1,Vlt1,Vlt2) 

Vlt1 = (t/1[s]+40)[V] 

Vlt2 = if((step(45.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])==0),80,Vcrt) 

Vcrt = if((step(45.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10),Vt1,        

Vcrt2) 

Vt1 = (2*t/1[s])[V] 

Vcrt2 = if((step(45.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>0),Vt2, 

Vcrt3) 

Vt2 = (t/1[s]+40)[V] 

Vcrt3 = if((step(45.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10),Vt3, 

Vcrt4) 

Vt3 = (-2*t/1[s]+160) [V] 

Vcrt4 = if ((step(45.001[s]-t/1[s]==1),Vt4,Vcrt5) 
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Vt4 = (-1*t/1[s]+120)[V] 

Vcrt5 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])>0),Vt5,Vcrt6) 

Vt5 = (t/1[s]+45)[V] 

Vcrt6 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])>0),Vt6,Vcrt7) 

Vt6 = (t/1[s]+40)[V] 

Vcrt7 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])=0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])>0),Vt7,Vcrt8) 

Vt7 = (t/1[s]+35)[V] 

Vcrt8 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])>0),Vt8,Vcrt9) 

Vt8 = (t/1[s]+25)[V] 

Vcrt9 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])>0),Vt9,Vcrt10) 

Vt9 = (t/1[s]+30)[V] 

Vcrt10 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])<0),VT10,Vcrt11) 

Vt10 = (-1*t/1[s]+135)[V] 

Vcrt11 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])<0),VT11,Vcrt12) 

Vt11 = (-1*t/1[s]+130)[V] 

Vcrt12 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])=0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])<0),Vt12,Vcrt13) 

Vt12 = (-1*t/1[s]+125)[V] 

Vcrt13 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])<0),Vt13,Vcrt14) 

Vt13 = (-1*t/1[s]+115)[V] 

Vcrt14 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])<0),Vt14,Vcrt15) 

Vt14 = (-1*t/1[s]+120)[V] 

Vcrt15 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])=0),VT15,Vcrt16) 

Vt15 = 90[V] 
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Vcrt16 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])=0),VT16,Vcrt17) 

Vt16 = 85[V] 

Vcrt17 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(DT*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])=0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])=0),Vt17,Vcrt18) 

Vt17 = 80[V] 

Vcrt18 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001-t/1[s])>=10) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])=0),Vt18,Vcrt19) 

Vt18 = 70[V] 

Vcrt19 = if((step(50.001[s]-t/1[s]==1)&&(TD*step(t-40/1[s])*step(40.001t/1[s])>0) && 

(DT*step(t-45/1[s])*step(45.001-t/1[s])=0),Vt19,Vcrt20) 

Vt19 = 75[V] 

Vcrt20 = 80[V] 

 

 

2
nd

 PR equation’s description: 

multiV = if(abs(ideal-TMax)>0 [K],comp1 ,Vo) 

ideal = if(step((60.15[s]-t)/1[s])==1,func1,Tupper) 

func1 = (-0.014722222*t^2/1[s^2]+1.766666667*t/1[s]+310)[K] 

cond1 = if(TMax >Tupper ,Vdecrease ,Vincrease ) 

comp1 = if(DT>0 [K],Vincrease ,Vdecrease ) 

Vo = 40 [V] 

Vincrease = if(DT>0 [K] && DT<=5[K],Vo*(1+0.4*DT/1[K]),Vo*(1+0.5*DT/1[K])) 

Vdecrease = Vo*(1+0.4*DT/1[K]) 

Tupper = 363 [K] 

Tmax = maxVal(T)@Default Domain 

DT = ideal-TMax 
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Appendix 3 

 

Implementation of Penne bio-heat equation in our simulation model 

The comparing work treated in chapter 6 clearly introduces two differences that, if not solved, 

might compromise any potential utility of such investigation: 

- the treatment technique (microwaves vs radiofrequency) 

- the thermal model utilized (Penne vs keff)  

Without solving the second issue, even the first one can‟t be realized. Therefore it‟s necessary 

to find a point of interface between the two research models that can be obtained by 

implementing Penne equation in our model. According to this, the liver tissue has been 

provided with an heat source term that required the definition of a subdomain.  
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Fig. A3.1 Details of Subdomain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A3.2 Detail of energy source: how to implement it in a subdomain. The sourceTerm expression 

specified in the source space has been defined during the project as below explained. 

 

The thermal properties set for this case are the same described in paragr.3.3 except for the 

thermal conductivity equal to 0.465 [W/m∙K] and the blood perfusion rate – that is a new 

parameter here - defined as temperature function (see fig Fig. A3.2) [31]. 

Since the coordinates of the curve described in Fig.A3.2 are not easily and reliably retrievable 

from the plot, its trend has been approximated with a sigma function that, together with others 

source term‟s expression, has been defined using CEL language in CFX-Pre as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

                Fig. A3.3 Details of SurceTerm expressions 




